
 

“Piracy is a Thriving Business” 

Asia’s Most Dangerous Waters 

By Geoff Walker 

Much of my sea going life was spent in Asian waters and to be honest I did have my fair share of 

encounters with piracy over the years I spent trading around the South East Asia region. Piracy 

was always on your mind, causing one to look upon every incident or unusual event with a 

jaundiced eye, evaluating whether if in some way piracy was, or could be, involved. 

Herewith follows a brief overview of the current level of piracy in South East Asia and it paints a 

broad picture of the scourge pirates continue to cause to commercial shipping in the region. It 

does, without doubt, continue to be a “thriving business”. 

Asia’s seas are a source of rich plunder for marauding pirates who freely roam about terrorizing 

these waters intercepting ships and stealing anything and everything of value from vessels and 

their crews. These illegal activities total billions of dollars every year and include everything 

from stealing of cash and chattels from crew, kidnapping crew and holding them for ransom 

money, theft of ship’s equipment, stores, provisions and fuel oil, theft of ships cargo and in 

some cases hijacking of the entire ship. Sadly, fatalities have been experienced with crew(s) 

being murdered when not immediately yielding to the perpetrators or when showing any kind 

of resistance whatsoever. Long gone are the days when pirates would pinch the odd mooring 

rope or brass fittings about the decks. Nowadays they have considerably more “Testicular 

Fortitude” and ambition when it comes to this illegal activity. 

Those who may believe that piracy was a thing of the past and limited to the Spanish Main and 

Barbary Coast are very wrong. Today the modern pirate is highly sophisticated and is normally 

controlled by a syndicate who have a wide-ranging intelligence network directing the pirates 

when and where to strike and coordinating the overall operation with military style precision. It 

is not uncommon that piracy is aided by suspected insider information, from some shipping 

companies, agencies or even ship’s crews in a few instances. It can therefore be classified as 

being unlawfully “abundant and profitable”, even in the year 2020. 

In previous times it was usual for a vessel to be registered in a specific country, owned by a 

company registered in that country and usually had a Master and crew originating from the 

same country. Today this is not the case due mainly to Flags of Convenience (FOC), for example 

it may be a Hong Kong owned ship, under Somali Flag, with a Russian Captain and Filipino 

Officers and Crew. This has caused much fragmentation aboard ships, especially when it comes 

to cultural differences and how corruption is viewed amongst the various crew. Some cultures 

consider it as being normal to extort or participate in corrupt practices and obtain money by ill-



gotten means. However, it must be stated this is not the norm and most mixed crew are totally 

law abiding in every respect. Rogue crews are very much in the minority.  

Southeast Asia waters accounted for 41% of the world’s pirate attacks in the 18 years between 

1995 and 2013, 136 seafarers were killed in Southeast Asian waters alone as a direct result of 

piracy, which far outstrips the number of deaths combined for the whole of Africa; the world’s 

other major pirate flashpoint.  

As the Malacca and Singapore Straits serve as one of the world’s mega waterways for ships, 

funneling the majority of the global commercial shipping, from the Indian Ocean through to the 

South China Sea. Eastbound vessels, once having transited these narrow straits, (including 

Philip’s Channel and Lombok Straits), then set course for their desired destination, fanning out 

into the vastness of the South China Sea in a variety of directions. Hence, the Gulf of Thailand 

and waters close to Indonesia, Kalimantan, Sabah, Vietnam and the Philippines are areas of 

choice in which pirates operate because of the high volume of shipping traffic and rich pickings 

available to them. Pirates roam freely and attack at will due to the lack of Maritime or Law 

enforcement in the region as well as political rivalry between the surrounding Asian countries, 

which can be unproductive in efforts to combat this criminal activity. A good example would be 

their reluctance in sharing of Pirate related intelligence. 

In attempting to find a regional solution and combat the rampant piracy the Singapore Navy is 

foremost in efforts to counter piracy and patrol the waters into the South China Sea quite 

extensively and in 2019 assumed command of the International Counter-Piracy Combined Task 

Force, taking over from the Japanese Defense Force. Singapore also hosts RECAAP (Regional co-

operation Agreement on combating Piracy and Armed Robbery). Whilst the Malaysian based 

International Maritime Bureau (IMB) is also very active in the region. Unfortunately, piracy 

warnings and reports widely circulated by these agencies have certainly raised the level of 

awareness amongst mariners but has done little to make significant inroads into the prevention 

of piracy. 

The Gulf of Thailand has long been a hot-spot for pirates and the Sulu Sea and Celebes Sea on 

the East coast of Sabah is also another notorious place for maritime piracy, armed robbery and 

Kidnappings. It is common knowledge that many pirates operate from the Philippine’s Tawi 

Tawi Group of Islands and regularly raid ships at anchorages in Sandakan and Tawau and have 

been known to operate as far South as Samarinda in East Kalimantan, as well as plundering 

ships in surrounding waters of the Philippines and the Makassar Straits.   

There is an increasing tendency for pirates to steal fuel oil from ships, in fact it is not unknown 

they highjack an entire tanker, siphon off the entire cargo of fuel oil and sometimes hold the 

crew as hostages; then abandoning the vessel cast adrift on the high seas creating an absolute 

navigation hazard to other shipping. Fuel theft is usually done with the aid of small Tanker 

“Mother Ships” which receives the fuel and perhaps mixes it with legally obtained oil. The 

increased volume of oil is then resold to unsuspecting buyers. In most cases the receivers of this 



fuel oil believe it to be of entirely legitimate origins and are completely innocent in every way of 

any wrong doing. Small Mother Ship Tankers, which are anything between 500 to 1500 tons, 

rove about the Gulf of Thailand and South China Sea quite openly and conduct their illicit 

operations in International Waters well outside the various countries’ 12 nm base line.  

I have reliable knowledge of one particular case in which the crew of a vessel operating from 

Brunei, were caught pilfering fuel oil from charterers and on selling to a offshore Tanker 

Mother Ship. Upon arrival in Port the ship was raided by law enforcement and the Military who 

discovered substantial amounts of cash hidden about the ship. Reportedly the practice of oil 

pilferage had been suspected for some months with a very noticeable depreciation in the 

vessel’s fuel inventory, which could not be properly accounted for. The Master and majority of 

crew were arrested and sentenced to significant jail time. This incident was widely reported at 

the time but by no means has it done much to deter would be crooks from involvement in this 

illegal business. 

Another alleged incident took place aboard a medium sized vessel on a passage from Australia 

to Singapore. Reportedly, at some stage when passing through the Java Sea, the vessel’s Master 

was not seen for many hours; out of concern for his safety the Chief Officer entered the 

Captain’s cabin to check on his well being. The Chief Officer was amazed to find the Master 

gagged and securely bound to a chair, needless to say the ship’s Safe was empty. According to 

the story, somewhere in the region of $30,000 had been stolen by pirates who apparently had 

silently boarded during the hours of darkness, committed their crime then departed without a 

trace and anyone ever knowing they had been on board.  

Hearsay, and allegations made by some, claim that the majority of fuel theft and disposal is 

controlled from Singapore (who laid claims to being the World’s largest Bunkering outlet) and 

Labuan in East Malaysia. The “Galley Telegraph” and sailor’s gossip claims that in certain 

drinking hot spots in Singapore, knowingly frequented by seafarers, approaches are regularly 

made to ships crews, in attempts to recruit participants to engage in illegal fuel oil theft, and 

highlighting the amount of quick money available to be made. With Singapore being reported 

as the largest bunkering facility, I suppose that allegation makes sense in theory. However, I am 

certain Singapore is not the only “Smugglers Den” and many other Asian seaports are equally 

complicit, albeit unknowingly. 

Ship Owners have been forced to become very innovative in their attempts to prevent piracy on 

their ships by introducing a variety of anti-piracy devices, some of which are listed and which 

include; 

 Water Jets aft, covering the stern sections 

 Sonic Guns which produce High Frequency sound 

 Lazer Guns to visually distract would be Pirates 

 Rigging coils of Barbed or Razor wire along the ship’s sides and bulwarks 

 Anti-piracy curtains – pressurized water hoses placed overboard and allowed to freely 

flutter around, whilst under pressure 



 Lubricant Foams placed on ship’s deck and hull in vulnerable boarding areas 

 A higher than normal level of deck and overboard lighting 

 Establishing of a Citadel on board – a safe room for crew that can be securely locked 

from inside fitted with communications equipment, food, water, remote distress alarm, 

etc. 

In some cases armed guards are used but this is not easy as Flag State pre-approval is usually 
required. However, nowadays there are various companies that specialize in providing armed 
shipboard guards and shipboard security. One private company offers surveillance and tracking 
of ships using GPS and the Internet. Whilst another company goes further, providing Emergency 
Response Teams who will physically board a ship using helicopters and Special Forces and 
Commando tactics and techniques. 

It is only in more recent years that ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations) finally 

began to take serious notice of this scourge on commercial shipping. One of their initiatives was 

the formation of the Joint Maritime Task Force, now commanded by the Singapore Navy. 

Regrettably, China does not participate in this enforcement, nevertheless other ASEAN member 

countries are prepared to take the initiative, realizing it will take a substantial cooperative 

effort between them all to stem future escalation of piracy in their region, whilst leaving aside 

their various rivalries. 

From time to time, the JWC (Joint War Committee - formed by underwriters) updates and 

distributes a list of the worst affected piracy areas - these are areas where owners are required 

to notify underwriters in advance of voyages that their vessels are intending to make through 

these regions. In some cases additional insurance premiums may apply. 

In fairness it should be mentioned, the Philippines maritime and special forces are quite active 

in their ongoing attempts of disbanding terrorist and pirates and have had measured success in 

arresting various perpetrators and groups during recent times, particularly in the southern 

sector of their islands. More activity by Coast Guard vessels from other regional nations is also 

clear to see, a definite move in the right direction but it will take a concerted effort over a 

period of time to eradicate. Unfortunately it is not open to a “quick fix” solution. 

The Map below indicates the most rampant ports at which criminal networks are believed to be 

based. The orange shaded areas are High Risk Zones declared by the JWC. The vast area of the 

South China Sea provides these vagabond pirates with an unrestricted scope in which to 

operate. 



 

This is only intended to be a “broad stroke”, painting a distant portrait of the problems caused by 

marauding Pirates in Asia and provides a brief insight for the reader. There is a multitude of facts, 

figures, data and other related information available from various sources but for me to engage in every 

aspect would take volumes. 

As a retired mariner, familiar with the geographical area my wish is that more stringent steps be taken 

by ASEAN and other regional players to drain the oxygen of these perpatrators and curtail the ability of 

these roving raiders to function. Remedial action is needed from all countries and the attitude of “its 

someone elses problem” should cease. All Asian countries need to “Walk the Talk” with determination 

and take bold measures to penetrate the inner most fibres of this scourge and eliminate the curse it 

inflicts on the shipping industry and law abiding sailors trying to make an honest living. 
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